In Hillsborough, California, billionaires can run
but they cannot hide
By SuSoon Lee
The mansions of Hillsborough, in California are renown for their estate charm, imposing white
columns, steel gates and very, very rich insiders.
As the billionaires hide away in their gated compounds they feel like the prying eyes of the world are a
distant after-thought.
They are quite wrong.
City, State, Federal and Private investigators have realized that very few of the Chinese Oligarchs, East
European mega bosses and high-lifers in Hillsborough came about their money legally.
It just turns out that there are very few rich people, In Hillsborough, who got rich without breaking the
law. This creates prime picking for white collar crime interdiction.
Every word that is spoken in a San Mateo County mansion, or town car, is recorded, archived analyzed
and cross referenced for hundreds of thousands of keywords like: “diamonds”, “African”, “Stock
Algo”, “Pump-and-dump” and other things, that tip the hat on illicit deals, political bribes, money
laundering, hookers and other crimes.
Every Chinese and Russian mansion owner can count on the FBI and CIA looking at their off-shore
bank accounts daily.
Every window in every mansion is scanned for sonic vibrations from the conversations inside. All of
the wifi signals in Hillsborough are used to see a three dimensional video of what the occupants are
doing inside the mansion. 3D wifi viewing can penetrate over 200 feet into a structure. Having sex with
your nanny? The FBI have it on 3D video.
Every cell phone, tablet, Smart TV, gamebox and anything with a USB plug is bugged in this area.
There is no possible way to go to a fancy restaurant, bar, nightclub, or psycho-therapist in the area
without being bugged. This is most certain if you came from a Middle East, Asian or Eastern European
region. Many devices on utility poles in Hillsborough are not what you think they are. Many Comcast
cable TV men are not really Comcast cable TV men in Hillsborough.
Said one investigator: “We know who the mobsters are, now we are going to take them down...”
A “Fusion Network” of surveillance grids the entire Hillsborough region in California like a fine mesh
fishnet. No millionaire, or billionaire, can speak a word, type a text or exchange a document that is not
examined and analyzed by top law enforcement. Realtor Stanley Lo will help you get your cash out of
China and into the Bay Area but, after that, “you had better watch out..”. In Hillsborough, having a top
tax lawyer is as important as having a top doctor. Both help keep you alive.

That is not all that the corrupt insiders in Hillsborough have to fear. Hobbyist investigators called
“scanners” are also recording them in order to find juicy bits to sell to the law enforcement agencies
under informant fee programs. These “Scanners” hope to catch the next Madoff and turn him in for
hundreds of thousands of dollars of rewards.
The dirty rich boys thought they had moved into a protective compound but what they have actually
done is placed themselves on the center dot of one very large target board!

EXCLUSIVE: Hillsborough murder suspect Tiffany Li attempts
to ...
The main suspect in 2016's Hillsborough murder case is trying to post bail of $35 million by putting
up her family's extensive property holdings while ...
abc7news.com/news/exclusive-hillsborough-murder-sus

Woman accused in murder attempts to post $35M ... - ABC7
Chicago
The main suspect in 2016's Hillsborough murder case is trying to post bail of $35 million by putting
up her family's extensive property holdings while ...
abc7chicago.com/news/woman-accused-in-murder-atte

Carolands mansion murder: Survivor Laurie McKenna speaks,
20 ...
Carolands mansion murder: ... Carolands mansion murder: Survivor Laurie McKenna speaks, ...
they don't know about the old Carolands mansion in Hillsborough.
mercurynews.com/2014/09/16/carolands-mansion-murde

